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confidence, and continue to amuse them, and what is
very important, with profitable results.
I remember in the city of Edinburgh a brilliant
audience   of   nearly   2000   persons,   in   Newsorne's
Circus,   Nicholson Street, was assembled to witness
one   of my mesmeric demonstrations.   There »was,
however, a turbulent element present.    Mesmerism,
or Hypnotism, not being so fashionable then as now,
a good number of medical men were present, as well
as some  three hundred and fifty of four  hundred
students.   Some fun was anticipated by them.   It was
the "dominant idea," of the students, and, of course,
would soon be expressed, scientifically in the "expec-
tant"   What a wonderful thing  science is, what a
disabuser of  charms and  fancies—what  profundity
of thought, what paucity of heart, and total annihi-
lation of soul, characterise science in certain quarters.
Well these young students had not yet attained to
the full height of intellectual cramming; of heart and
soul, doughtless they had plenty.    However, in the
present instance, such possessions were overshadowed
by the fact that they had just had a rectoral election,
and, for a day or two, they intended to make "Rome
howl,"   Kaids were organised upon various places of
amusement.   Mine   was   not   to escape.   The local
people had   made the   necessary  precautions.    The
students, baffled at the theatres and concerts, made a
grand rush for Nicholson Street.   Crowding through
the entrances they soon filled up the gallery and what
few vacant places that were to be found elsewhere.
For a short time the tumult baffled description.   The
students  shouted, whistled,   spat peas  through  tin
tubes, threw bags of flour on the unoffending people
in the pit and reserved seats.   Women screamed, and
men muttered cures both loud and deep.   Order of
decorum there  was none, save  upon the  platform.
There my poor subjects <were posed in various atti-
tudes, with every expression of feature, from grave to
gay, from lively to severe, utterly oblivious of what
was taking place about them.   The slightest timidity
on my part would soon be communicated to them

